
Repurposing a Button-down Shirt into A Child’s Tunic 

 

 



Materials and cost: * 
 

New shirt to fit child: $3.88 

Thread: $1.27 

Needles: $0.97 

Pins: $2.27 

Buttons: $0.88 

Button-down: Pre-existing, or inexpensively purchased at a thrift store 

Total: $9.27 + button-down 

 

*I bought my supplies at Walmart, and the costs reflected are theirs. I have found that buying 

notions is way more economical from the Walmart craft section than any dedicated craft store. 

 

The Tunic: 
 

When Sarah asked me to do a sewing tutorial, she had mentioned the premise of creating 

something new from something old. I thought for awhile and remembered a button down shirt I 

bought from Old Navy several years ago. I hated the fit of the shirt and only wore it twice. Since 

it had been hanging uselessly in my closet since, I decided to repurpose it into some clothes and 

accessories for a family photo shoot of my cousin’s three adorable kids. The main piece I’ll be 

going over is the tunic made for the oldest daughter, Adelyn, 4-years old.   

 

I started by taking a dress that she already had at a preferred length and I laid it down on top of 

my old shirt, matching up the bottom edges. Then I got a shirt in Adelyn’s size that I found at 

Walmart for $3.88 and matched it up with the shoulders of Adelyn’s original dress.  

 



 
 

I decided about where I’d like the skirt to start. It was roughly 16” up from the longest part of the 

bottom hem of my old shirt.  I carefully cut straight across the midsection of my shirt. So the 

shirt would remain buttoned through the wash, I basted together the openings behind and around 

the buttons by catching only the bottom layer of the hem of the shirt as not to show stitches on 

the top of the skirt when it was completed. 

 



 
 

I folded under the raw cut edge a quarter inch twice and sewing across so that no raw edge was 

exposed. I use a sewing machine to do most of the sewing only because it is quicker, but all of 

the following steps can just as easily be completed with hand sewing.  



 
 

Next, I gathered around the new hem.  

 

Since I machine stitched, I first changed the bobbin to a bright and contrasting color to make this 

a little easier. It won’t be seen on the outside of the final piece, so it doesn’t matter how bright or 

contrasting the bobbin thread is. Then, I adjusted the settings to make my stitches as long as 

possible. Without backstitching on either end, I started sewing all the way around the hem in the 

previous step and stopped short of completing the circle. With the needle down, punctured 

through the fabric, I lifted the presser foot and rotated the project 90 degrees. I made a single 

stitch, and in the same way as before, turned it another 90 degrees and sewed back around the 

skirt piece parallel to the hemline and the first part of the gather stitches, once again stopping 

short of completing the circle. This is diagramed below. Holding tight to the tails of thread from 



the bobbin stiches, I slid the fabric along them gathered to a circumference that matched the 

bought t-shirt.  

 

 

 

 

If you’re hand stitching, measure out thread to be about two inches longer than twice the length 

you want your finished gather to be. In this case, that would be twice the width of the bought t-

shirt plus two inches. Thread two needles, slide the needles to the middle of their respective 

threads, and knot the threads at their ends so that they are each doubled up. Simultaneously start 

them both at some point on the previous hem, and hand stitch two rows of running stitch on 

either side of the hemline, gathering as you go. Tie off both threads once you have reached your 

starting point again. 

 

Next, I evened out the gather and turned the skirt part of the tunic inside out. I slipped it over the 

new shirt, upside down, with the right sides together.  

 
I placed it a little bit higher than a natural waistline and pinned it in place and sewed it on. I 

placed this seam as shown below with the blue dotted line, to prevent the gather and hem lines 

from showing on the outside of the skirt. 

 



 
 

 

I considered cutting the remainder of the t-shirt off and hemming it as well, but I decided for a 

child, the feel of a regular t-shirt would be more comfortable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Extra Detail: Scrap Rose 
 

 
 

Since this tunic was part of a family set, I incorporated some extra detail to match the headband 

of Adelyn’s little sister. I did this by making what I call a “scrap rose”. I cut a strip of fabric from 

the button down that measured 1-inch-thick by approximately 34 inches long. The length of the 

strip determines the size of the flower. I ended up with a flower between 2 and 2.25 inches in 

diameter. I folded one end of the strip in half twice to get an approximate fourth inch width. On 

to this folded end I tacked on button, with a relatively long piece of thread. I didn’t knot off and 

cut the button thread but instead used it in the next step. 

 

I tightly twisted the rest of the strip and wrapping it in a circle around its center and behind the 

button. Along the way, as I wrapped, I tacked the outermost “layer” to its neighbor. I continued 

to do this until I had wrapped the strip into a little flower. I tacked the end to the back of the 

flower and then tied off. As with the gather thread, it doesn’t really matter how much the tacking 

stitches show on the back of the flower as it won’t be seen.  

 



 
 

Next, I positioned the flower on the t-shirt and used the button holes to sew it on to the shirt. It 

took a little effort to get the needle through all the layers, but I eventually got it fastened well at 

the center. I still thought the flower could be attached a little better, so I additionally tacked the 

outermost edge of the flower to the shirt at about 5-6 points.  

 

If you’d like to add more detail and pizazz to the outfit, several more of the scrap roses could be 

made with the remainder of the button-down and attached to a piece of corresponding elastic for 

a cute little headband. Or, they could be used to attach to a onesie or another plain t-shirt for a 

sibling!  



 
 

Lastly, I ironed it out and tried it on my 4-year-old model! 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 


